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NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL 
CONTROL SYSTEMS IN BANACH SPACES 
KRISHNAN BALACHANDRAN AND E. RADHAKRISHNAN ANANDHI 
Sufficient conditions for controllability of neutral functional integrodifferential systems 
in Banach spaces with initial condition in the phase space are established. The results are 
obtained by using the Schauder fixed point theorem. An example is provided to illustrate 
the theory. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors [5-8,12] have studied the theory of neutral functional differential 
equations. These type of equations occur in the study of heat conduction in ma-
terials with memory. So it is interesting to study the controllability problem for 
such systems. There are several papers appeared on the controllability of linear 
and nonlinear systems in both finite and infinite dimensional spaces. Balachandran 
et al [1] studied the controllability problem for nonlinear and semilinear integrod-
ifferential systems while in [2] they established a set of sufficient conditions for the 
controllability of nonlinear functional differential systems in Banach spaces. Con-
trollability of nonlinear functional integrodifferential systems in Banach spaces has 
been studied by Park and Han [10]. Balachandran and Sakthivel [3] discussed the 
controllability of neutral functional integrodifferential systems in Banach spaces by 
using the semigroup theory and the Schaefer fixed point theorem. Recently Han 
et al [4] investigated the problem of controllability of integrodifferential systems in 
Banach spaces in which the initial condition is in some approximated phase space. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive a set of sufficient conditions for the control-
lability of neutral functional integrodifferential systems in Banach spaces with the 
initial condition taken in some approximated phase space by using the Schauder 
fixed point theorem. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space with norm || • || and let B be an abstract phase space which 
will be defined later. Consider the neutral functional integrodifferential system of 
the form 
-^[x(t)-g(t,xt)] = Ax(t) + / (t,xt, J k(t,s,xs)dsj +Bu(t), t > 0, 
x0 = (f>eB, (1) 
where the state x(-) takes values in the Banach space X, xt represents the function 
xt : (~h,0] -> X defined by xt(0) = x(t + 0), -h < 6 < 0 which belongs to the 
phase space B, the control u(-) is given in L2(J,U), a Banach space of admissible 
control functions with U as a Banach space and J = [0, b] and B is a bounded linear 
operator from U into X. Here A : D(A) —> X is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup T(t) on X and the nonlinear operators g : JxB —> X, 
k:JxJxB->X and / : J x B x I - > I a r e given. 
The axiomatic definition of the phase space B is introduced by Hale and Kato 
[5]. The phase space B is a linear space of functions mapping (—h, 0] -> X endowed 
with the seminorm | • | and assume that B satisfies the following axioms [9]: 
(Al) If x : (—h,b) —> X, b > 0 is continuous on [0,6) and Xo G B, then for every t 
in [0, b) the following conditions hold: 
(i) xt is in B. 
(ii) \\x(t)\\<H\xt\. 
(iii) \xt\ < K(t) sup{||ar(s)|| : 0 < s < t} + M(t) |x 0 | . 
Here H > 0 is a constant, K, M : [0, oo) -> [0, oo), K is locally bounded and 
H, K and M are independent of x(-). 
(A2) For the function x(-) in (Al), xt is a B valued continuous function on [0,b). 
(A3) The space B is complete. 
Let Br[x] be the closed ball with center at x and radius r. We shall assume the 
following hypotheses: 
(i) A is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 semigroup T(t) and there exist constants 
M i , M 2 > 0 such that | | r ( t ) | | < M1 and ||-4T(t)|| < M 2 . 
(ii) There exists a positive constant 0 < b0 < b and for each 0 < t < bo, there 
is a compact set Vt C X such that T(t) f (s,r], J* k(s,r,rj)dr), AT(t)g(s,rj), 
T(t) Bu(s) e Vt for every r) G Br[(j)] and all 0 < s < 60. 
(iii) g:JxB->X,k:JxJxB^>X and / : J x B x X - > X a r e continuous and 
there exist constants 0 < r\ < r, K\ > 0 and K2 > 0 such that 
\f(s,r), / k(s,т,r])dr)\\ < Kг 
I Jo II 
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and 
\\9(s,r))\\<K2, 
for every 0 < s < bo and r\ G Bri[(f)]. 
(iv) The linear operator W from L2(J, U) into X defined by 
rb 
Wu= f T(b-s)Bu(s)ds 
jo 
induces an invertible operator W defined on L2(J,U)/kerW and there exist 
positive constants L\,L<i > 0 such that ||TV_1|| < Li and \\B\\ < L2 . The 
construction of the bounded invertible operator W~l in general Banach space 
is outlined in the Remark. 
Then the mild solution of the system (1) is given by [8] 
x(t) = T(t)[<j>(0) - g(0, (/))] + g(t, xt) + [ AT(t - s) g(s, xs) ds 
Jo 
+ / T(t-s) Bu(s) + f(s,x8, k(s,T,xT)dr ds. (2) 
We say the system (1) is said to be controllable on the interval J, if for every initial 
function (j> G /S, x\ G X, there exists a control u G L2(J,U) such that the solution 
x(-) of (1) satisfies x(b) = x±. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Theorem. If the hypotheses (i)-(iv) are satisfied, then the system (1) is control-
lable on J. 
P r o o f . Let y(•,</>) : (—/i,b] -> X be the function defined by 
f cf)(t) -h<t<0, 
y(*) = \ 
{ T(t) (f)(0) t>0. 
From the axioms of /5, we see that the map t -> yt is continuous and for every 
0 < T2 < rr there exists bi > 0 such that 
1^ -01 < y , for allO < t < 6 i . 
Let b be any constant such that 
0<6<minJ61,^F[r1-^-K2(l + M1)]}) 
where N* = M2K2+M1L1L2[||x1||+M1[||^(0)||+/
;£:2]+/;!:2+6M2JFs:2+6MlJF!r1]+M1/i:1 
and K' = max{K(t); 0<t<b}. 
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Using the hypothesis (iv), for an arbitrary function x(-) define the control 
u(t) = W'1 [xi - T(b)[<t>(0) - g(0,<f>)\- g(b,xb)- J AT(b - s)g(s,xs)ds 
- f T(b-s)f(s,x„j k(s,T,xT)dT)ds\(t). (3) 
Let Y be the space of all functions x : (—h,b] —> X such that XQ 6 B and the 
restriction x : [0, 6] —> X is continuous and let ||| • ||| be the seminorm in Y defined 
by 
IIMH =;.|xo| + sup{||x(s)||; 0 < s < 6 } . 
Define 
Yb = {x e Y : \x0 - (t>\ = 0 and \xt - (p\ < ru 0<t< b}. 
Clearly Yb is a nonempty, bounded, convex and closed subset of Y. Using the control 
u(t), we shall show that the operator $ defined on Yb by 
Vx(t) = T(t)[(j>(0) - g(0,(j))} + g(t,xt) + [ AT(t - s)g(s,xs)ds 
Jo 
+ / T(t-s)BW-1[xl-T(b)[cl)(0)-9(0^)]-9(bJxb) 
Jo 
- J AT(b-T)g(T,xT)dT- j T(b-T) f (T,XT, f k(T,e,xe)de\ dT](s)ds 
+ [ T(t-s)f(s,xs, [ k(s,T,xT)dT)ds (4) 
Jo Jo 
has a fixed point. This fixed point is then a solution of (2). Clearly *&x(b) = x\, 
which means that the control u steers the system from the initial function 0 to x\ 
at time b, provided we can obtain a fixed point of the nonlinear operator \I>. 
First we show that \£ maps Yb into Yb. Take 
vx(t) = -T(t)g(0,(f>)+g(t,xt). 
v2(t) = / AT(t-s)g(s,xs)ds. 
Jo 
v3(t) = / T(t- s)BW-
l[Xl-T(b)[m - 9^A)\- 9%xb) 
Jo 
- / AT(b-T)g(T,xT)dT- f T(b-T)f(T,xT, f k(T,9,xe)de\ dr](s)d5 
+ / T(t-s)f (s,xs, k(s,T,xT)dTj ds. 
Then 
Vx(t) = y(t) + vx(t) + v2(t) + v3(t). 
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Let us consider z =- ^x, then we can write the map as 
z = y + vi +v2 +V3. 
We have 
W -4>\ < \vt - 01 + \Vlt\ + \v2t\ + \vu\ 
< y + K t | + |V2t| + \vzt\. 
Now, 
Ml + Ml + Ml 
< K(t) sup{||«i(a)|| : 0 < s < ť) + K(t) sup{\\v2(s)\\ : 0 < s < t} 
+ K(t)sup{\\v3(s)\\:0<s<t} 
and 
II«1(*)II + II«2WII + II«3(S)H 
< M i R 2 + K2 + bM2K2 + bMiLiLziWxiW + Afi[||0(O)|| + K2] + K2 
+ bM2K2 + bM1K1] + bM1K1 
< K2{l + Mi) + bN* 
<- w.b-ri\-
Thus we have \zt — <f>\ < r\ and hence * maps Yb into itself. 
Next we shall prove that $ maps Y& into a precompact subset of Yb. First we 
show that, for every fixed t E J the set Yb(t) = {(^x(t)); x E Yb} is precompact in 
X. Obviously for t = 0, Yb(0) = {0(0)}. Let t > 0 be fixed and for 0 < e < t, define 
*c*(i) = T(t)MO) - g(0,0)] + g(t, xt) + [ AT(t - s) g(s, xs) ds 
Jo 
+ [ €T(t-s)BW-1[x1-T(b)[cl>(0)-9(0^)}-9(b,xb) 
Jo 
- í AT(b-т)g(т,xr) d г - í T(b-т) f (т,xт, í k(т, , x ) dв) dт 
+ T(t — s)fls,xs, k(s,т,xт)dт1 ds. 
(s)ds 
Since AT(t)g(s, xs), T(t)f (s, xs, J* k(s, r, xT) dr) and T(t) Bu(s) belong to the com­
pact set Vti the set 
re(t) = {*cx(t);a;en} 
is precompact in X for every e, 0 < e < t. Further for x eYb,we have 
\\9x(t)-9€x(t)\\ 
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1/ < / AT(t-s)g(s,xs)ds 
f f T(t - s) BW-1 [Xl - T(b) [4>(0) - g(0,0)] - g(b, xb) 
\\Jt-e 
- í AT(b-s)g(T,xT)dT- í T(b-T)fÍT,xT, í k(T,6,xe)de\ dr 
/ T(t-s) f (s,xs, k(s,T,xT)dTj d 
(s)ds 
< eM2K2 + eM1L1L2[\\x1\\ +Mi[||^(0)|| + K2] + K2 + bM2K2 + bM^ + eM^. 
Since there are precompact sets arbitrarily close to the set Y&(£), it is totally bounded, 
that is, precompact in X. We now show that the image 
*(r6) = {**; x e Yb} 
is an equicontinuous family of functions. Let 0 < £1 < t2, 
\\<Hx(h)-^x(t2)\\ 
< \\[T(h) - T(t2)] [<f>(0) - g(0,4>)]\\ + \\9(h,xtl) - 9(h,xt2)\\ 
+ \f l [AT(h - s) - AT(t2 - s)] g(s, xs) ds - f ' AT(t2 - s) g(s, xs) ds 
\\J0 Jt! 
+ II / ' [T(h - a) - T(t2 - s)] BW-
1 fxi - T(b) [</>(0) - g(0, </>)] - g(b, xb) 
\\Jo L 
- j AT(b-T)g(T,xT)dT- j T(b-T)f(r,xT,j
T k(T,6,x0)de\dT 
- f 2 T(t2 - s) BW-
l[Xl - T(b)[4>(0) - 5(O,0)] - g(b,xb) 
Jt! 
- í AT(b-T) 9(T, xT) d r - í T(6-r) / (r, xT, í k(r, 6, xe) dd\ dr] (s) d 
+ U 1 [T(h - s) - T(t2 - s)] f (s, xs, í k(s, T, xr) dr j ds 
- T(t2- s) f (s,xs, g(s,T,xT)dTJ ds 
< \\T(t\) - r(ť2)||[||0(O)|| + \\g(0A)\\] + \\g(ti,xtl) - g(t2,xt2)\\ 
+ f ' ||[AT(íi -e-s)- AT(t2 - e - s)]T(e) g(s, xs)\\ ds Jo 
(s)ds 
+ [T(h - є - s) - T(t2 -e-s)] T(e) BW'
1 þ i |ři-ř2 |м2K2+ f
1 
Jo 
-T(b)[ф(0) - g(0,ф)] - g(b,xb) - f AT(b- т)g(т,xт)dт 
Jo 
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ds - í T(b-r)f (T,XT,Í k(T,e,xe) dd) dr](i 
+ \h - í2|ikflJL1Z,2[||.r1|| + MilH^OJH + ||<?(0,</>(0))||] 
+ K2 + bM2K2 + bMlKl] 
+ íj[T(t1-e-s)-T(t2-e-s)]T(e)f(s,xs,f k(s,T,xT)dTJ 
+ \h-t2\M1Kl. 
ds 
Since T(e)g(s,xs), T(e)f (s,xs,f* k(s,r, xT) dr) are in the compact set Vt for all 
0 < s < b and all x eY^ and the functions g(s, xs) and T(-)x, x G Vt are continuous, 
the right hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as t\ —> *V Hence ^(Yb) 
is an equicontinuous family of functions. Also ^(Yt) is bounded in Y and so by the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem, \-/(Yfc) 1s precompact. Hence it follows from the Schauder 
fixed point theorem, * has a fixed point in Y&. Any fixed point of $ is a mild solution 
of (1) on J satisfying (^x)(t) = x(t) G X. Thus the system (1) is controllable on J. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Consider the partial neutral integrodifferential equation of the form 
-[z(t,y)-p(t,z(t-h,y))) = — \k(y)^(t,y))+u(t,y) 
+ q lt,z(t-h,y), / a(t,s,z(s-h,y))ds) , 
yG[0,l], te J = [0,6], 
z(t,y) = 0(t,y)GC (5) 
where the function <j> is continuous and u G L2(J,U). 
Let X = U = L2(J,R) and C = Lp([-h,0]\X) be the space endowed with the 
seminorm as in [9] 
\d>\=(\\m\\p + fu(o)\\pde 
Then it is clear that the space C satisfies the axioms (Al) - (A3) of the phase space 
B [8]. Define the operator A : X -» X by 
(Az)(t)(y) = ^ (k(y)^(t,y) 
with k G H^O,!) = {z G L2(0,1); z is absolutely continuous on (0,1) with | | G 
L2(0,1)} and domain 
D(A) = j * e X ; | - ( % ) g ( - , y ) ) G X, z(-,0) = *(.,!) = o} . 
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It is well known that the operator A generates a compact semigroup T(t), t>0 [8] 
and there exist constants Mi, M2 such that \\T(t)\\ <Mi and ||,4T(£)|| <M2 for each 
t>0. 
Assume that there exists an invertible operator W~l on L2(J, U)/kerW defined 
by 
(Wu)(y)= [ T(b-s)Bu(s,y)ds 
jo 
satisfies the condition (iv). Also the nonlinear operators p : J x C —> X, q : 
J x C x X -» X and a:JxJxC->X are continuous. Let p(t, (f)) = g(t, <fi(—h)) 
and q (t,(j), fQ a(£,s,</>) ds) = / (t,(fi(—h), fQ k(t,s,(f)(—h)) ds) be such that the con-
dition (iii) is satisfied. We can easily see that the equation (5) is an abstract formu-
lation of (1). Also all the conditions stated in the theorem are satisfied. Hence the 
system (5) is controllable on J. 
R e m a r k . (See also [11].) 
Construction of W~l. 
Let Y = L2[J, U]/kevW. Since ker W is closed, Y is a Banach space under the norm 
||[tx]||y = inf |M|L2[J,C/] = inf ||u + U\\L*[J,U] 
u€[u] Wu=0 
where [u] are the equivalence classes of u. 
Define W : Y -> X by 
W[u] = Wu, u e[u]. 
Now W is one-to-one and 
\\W[u]\\x<\\W\\\\[u)\\Y. 
We claim that V = Range W is a Banach space with the norm 
\\v\\v = \\W-lv\\Y. 
This norm is equivalent to the graph norm on D(W~~l) = Range TV, W is bounded 
and since D(W) = Y is closed, W~l is closed and so the above norm makes Range 
W = V a Banach space. 
Moreover, 
\\Wu\\v = \\W-
lWu\\Y = HVV-^JVMH 




Since L2[J,U] is reflexive and ker W is weakly closed, so that the infimum is 
actually attained. For any v G V, we can therefore choose a control u G L2[J,U] 
such that u = W~1v. 
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